
 
MY FEELINGS DON’T MOVE ME-My Feelings Do Not Matter-Thursday-9-16-2021  

 

§ Our feelings are not to be the biggest thing in our lives-Ph3:19-Whose God is their belly (feelings) 
§ When you’re feelings are your god, they are the biggest thing in your life-You focus on them, you 

talk about them, you are governed by them  
§ A fool makes much of and focuses on his feelings-Pr29:11-GW-A fool expresses all his emotions 
§ Smith Wigglesworth-“Smith Wigglesworth doesn’t ask himself how he feels, he tells himself.” 

§ One mistake people make when it comes to their feelings is they make too much them 
§ In the grand scheme of things your feelings really don’t matter how that much-Your feelings come 

and go, they are fickle, they change and it’s a mistake to make too much of them  
§ What you believe matters, what you say matters, what you do matters-These things matter 
§ Rather than magnifying your feelings, magnify the Lord-God is the big thing in my life, His Word is 

the big thing-Ps34:3-Magnify the Lord with me, and let us exalt his name together  
§ There’s a push in society to magnify feelings-How you feel is the biggest thing; If you feel like you 

are this, then be that, if you feel like this then do that 
§ Say it-My feelings are not the biggest thing in my life. It doesn’t matter how I feel.  

§ Another mistake many make when it come to their feelings is they focus too much on them- 
§ A lot of feelings you have you need to resist, not focus on and never express-A negative feeling 

that contradicts the Word doesn’t need to be focused on or expressed, but instead resisted 
§ As one who overcame much pressure he said we don’t focus on how we feel-2Cor4:8-9,18-We are 

troubled on every side, yet not distressed; we are perplexed, but not in despair; Persecuted, but not forsaken; cast down, 
but not destroyed; 18 While we look (regard, consider, pay attention) not at things which are seen (senses, see, feel), but 
at things which are not seen; for the things which are seen are temporal; but the things which are not seen are eternal  

§ The feelings you focus on are going to get bigger, stronger and dominate you 
§ Focus on God’s Word-Pr4:20-My son attend to my words; incline your ear to my sayings. Let them not 

depart from thing eyes 


